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Rumor spread in social media severely jeopardizes the credibility of online content. Thus, automatic debunk-

ing of rumors is of great importance to keep socialmedia a healthy environment.While facing a dubious claim,

people often dispute its truthfulness sporadically in their posts containing various cues, which can form use-

ful evidence with long-distance dependencies. In this work, we propose to learn discriminative features from

microblog posts by following their non-sequential propagation structure and generate more powerful rep-

resentations for identifying rumors. For modeling non-sequential structure, we first represent the diffusion

of microblog posts with propagation trees, which provide valuable clues on how a claim in the original post

is transmitted and developed over time. We then present a bottom-up and a top-down tree-structured mod-

els based on Recursive Neural Networks (RvNN) for rumor representation learning and classification, which

naturally conform to the message propagation process in microblogs. To enhance the rumor representation

learning, we reveal that effective rumor detection is highly related to finding evidential posts, e.g., the posts

expressing specific attitude towards the veracity of a claim, as an extension of the previous RvNN-based detec-

tion models that treat every post equally. For this reason, we design discriminative attention mechanisms for

the RvNN-basedmodels to selectively attend on the subset of evidential posts during the bottom-up/top-down

recursive composition. Experimental results on four datasets collected from real-world microblog platforms

confirm that (1) our RvNN-based models achieve much better rumor detection and classification performance

than state-of-the-art approaches; (2) the attention mechanisms for focusing on evidential posts can further

improve the performance of our RvNN-based method; and (3) our approach possesses superior capacity on

detecting rumors at a very early stage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rumors have always been a social disease. Thanks to the popularity of social media outlets on
Twitter, Facebook, and so on, it has become increasingly convenient for the “evil-doers” to create
and disseminate rumors in massive scale with very low cost. The worst effect of false rumors could
result in devastating consequences to the individual and/or society.
Research pertaining to rumors historically spans multiple disciplines, such as philosophy and

humanities [8, 10], social psychology [1, 20, 40], political studies [2, 4], management science [9, 22],
and recently computer science and artificial intelligence [5, 16, 33, 38, 39, 55]. Rumor is commonly
defined as information that emerges and spreads among people whose truth value is unverified
or intentionally false [8, 38]. Analysis shows that people tend to stop spreading a rumor if it is
known as false [59]. However, identifying such misinformation is non-trivial and needs profes-
sional investigative journalism to fact-check the suspected claim, which is labor-intensive and
time-consuming. The proliferation of social media content makes the situation worse due to the
ever-increasing information load and dynamics. Therefore, it is necessary to develop automatic
and assistant approaches to facilitate real-time rumor tracking and debunking.
Rumor debunking aims to determine the specific veracity of a given topic or a claim, and de-

bunking rumors at an early stage is particularly crucial to minimizing their harmful effects. Jour-
nalists and online fact-checking websites such as snopes.com and politifact.com rely on manual
effort to track and debunk rumors, which have obvious limitations on efficiency and topic cover-
age. For automating rumor detection, most of the previous studies focused on text mining from
sequential microblog streams using supervised models based on feature engineering [5, 26, 27,
33]. However, such method requires heavy engineering effort that is painstakingly detailed and
labor-intensive. For alleviating labor cost and better performance, Ma et al. [32] then proposed
a data-driven sequential method using recurrent neural networks (RNN) to capture the dynamic
temporal characteristics of rumor diffusion.
The method, however, oversimplifies the structural information associated with message propa-

gation that can provide useful clues indicative of rumors. Propagation structures have been shown
conducive to false rumors detection [50]. A model based on propagation tree kernel [34], which in-
tegrates information of post content, user, and propagation pattern, was then proposed to differen-
tiate rumorous and non-rumorous claims via comparing the similarities among their propagation
trees. But such kind of approach cannot directly classify a tree without pairwise comparison with
all other trees, which imposes unnecessary overhead, and it cannot automatically learn any high-
level compositional feature representations out of the noisy surface features. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no neural representation learning approach based on propagation tree struc-
tures that has been attempted except our recent work [36], where we conducted a initial study by
making use of tree-structured recursive neural networks (RvNN) for detecting and classifying ru-
mors in social media. The RvNN-based model is a type of tree-structured neural network, in which
the representation associated with each post is computed from its direct linked nodes following
the tree edges. This article is a natural extension of our original work in Reference [36] by (1)
selectively attending on most evidential posts during bottom-up/top-down recursion; and (2) con-
ducting more thorough experiments and analyses on large-scale datasets in different languages.
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Fig. 1. Propagation trees of two rumorous source tweets. Nodes may express stances on their parent as
commenting, supporting, questioning, or denying. The edge arrow indicates the direction from a response to
its responded node, and the polarity is marked as “+” (“-”) for support (denial). The same node color indicates
the same stance on the veracity of root node (i.e., source tweet).

In this article, we first present our original neural rumor detection approach based on RvNN to
bridge the content semantics and propagation clues. RvNN and its variants were originally used
to compose phrase or sentence representation for syntactic and semantic parsing [43, 44]. Unlike
parsing, where the input is a parse tree of an individual sentence, the input to our model is a
propagation tree rooted from a source post, and each tree node is a responsive post instead of an
individual word. The semantics of post content and the response relationship among the posts are
jointly captured via the recursive feature learning process along the tree structure.
So, why can such a recursive neural model do better for this task? In general, analysis has found

that Twitter could “self-correct” some inaccurate information as users share opinions, conjecture,
and evidence. To illustrate our intuition, Figure 1 exemplifies the propagation trees of two rumors
in our dataset, one being false and the other being true.1 Structure-insensitive methods typically
relying on the relative ratio of different stances in the text cannot do well when such aggregated
relativity is unclear, as in this example. However, it can be seen that when a post denies a false
rumor, it tends to spark supportive or affirmative replies confirming the denial; in contrast, denial
to a true rumor tends to trigger questioning or denying utterances in the replies. This observation
suggests a more general hypothesis that the repliers tend to disagree with (or question) who sup-
port a false rumor or deny a true rumor, and agree with who deny a false rumor or support a true
rumor. Meanwhile, rather than directly responding to the source post (i.e., the root post), a reply is
usually responsive to its immediate ancestor [30, 58], suggesting an obvious local characteristic of
the interaction. The RvNN model naturally utilizes such structural properties for learning to cap-
ture the rumor indicative signals and strengthen the representations by recursively aggregating
the signals along different branches.
In this article, we propose two variants based on the standard RvNN, i.e., a bottom-up (BU) model

and a top-down (TD) model, which represent the propagation tree structure from two different an-
gles to recursively visit the nodes and combine their representations following distinct directions.
With such basic architectures, the node features can be hierarchically refined by the recursion
following the tree structure. Consequently, it can be expected that the discriminative features will
be embedded into the learned representations more effectively. However, a potential issue of this
model is that all responding posts are treated equally during the recursion, which may amplify
the noise in the tree-structured representation learning. For example, the commenting posts in
Figure 1 should have been less important due to their weak opinions towards the source claim.

1False (true) rumor means the veracity of the rumorous claim turns out to be false (true) even though its truthfulness might

be unclear initially.
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Previous studies [35, 38] have found that rumor detection can benefit from taking into account the
different stances expressed in responding posts. In this work, we introduce a novel method to im-
prove our basic RvNN-based models by learning to automatically attend on those most evidential
posts that express specific stances. Inspired by the success of neural attention, we propose specific
attention mechanisms to encourage our model to be focused on such responsive posts in the tree
during the bottom-up/top-down recursion.
We conduct extensive experiments on four real-world microblog datasets of different languages

and demonstrate that (1) the proposed RvNN-basedmethod yields outstanding improvements over
the state-of-the-art baselines by large margin; (2) the attention on most evidential posts over the
propagation tree is effective; and (3) our method performs particularly well on early rumor detec-
tion, which is crucial for timely intervention and debunking.
The contributions of our article are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that deeply integrates both structure
and content semantics based on tree-structured RvNN for detecting rumors frommicroblog
posts.

• We propose two variants of RvNN models based upon the bottom-up and top-down tree
structures to generate better integrated representations for a claim by capturing both struc-
tural and textual properties that signal the rumors.

• Based on the BU- and TD-RvNNs, we enhance our approach with specific attention mech-
anisms that select the subset of most evidential responsive posts during the recursion.

• We constructed four tree-structured microblog datasets, three of them consisting of English
tweets responding to real-world claims gathered from rumor debunking websites and one
composed of Chinese microblog posts collected from Sina Weibo community management
center. On each dataset, our approach achieves superior performance over state-of-the-art
baselines for both rumor classification and early detection tasks.We alsomake our resources
publicly available.2

Our article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly review the related work. In Section 3,
we define the problem and the notations. Section 4 presents our proposed BU- and TD-RvNN
models based on two propagation tree structures. Section 5 extends the two models with recursive
attention mechanisms. Section 6 describes model training details. Sections 7 and 8 provide exper-
imental settings and result analyses. Section 9 concludes our work with some possible directions
for future research.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we provide a review of the research work on three different topics that are related
to our study.

2.1 Rumor Detection

The literature related to rumor and fake news detection has been reviewed by several comprehen-
sive surveys [25, 41, 42, 57]. We only briefly review some prior works closely related to ours.

Most previous automatic approaches for rumor detection [5, 27, 53] intended to learn a super-
vised classifier by utilizing a wide range of features crafted from post contents, user profiles, and
propagation patterns. Subsequent studies were then conducted to engineer new features such as
those representing rumor diffusion and cascades [13, 16] characterized by comments with links to
debunking websites. Kwon et al. [26] introduced a time-series-fitting model based on the volume

2https://github.com/majingCUHK/Rumor_RvNN.
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Fig. 2. A binarized sentence parse tree (left) and its corresponding RvNN architecture (right).

of tweets over time. Ma et al. [33] extended their model with a large set of chronological social
context features. These approaches typically require heavy preprocessing and feature engineering.
Zhao et al. [55] alleviated the engineering effort by using a set of regular expressions (such as

“really?,” “not true,” etc.) to find questing and denying tweets, but the approach was oversimplified
and suffered from very low recall. Ma et al. [32] used recurrent neural networks (RNN) to learn
automatically the representations from tweets content based on time series. Recently, they stud-
ied to mutually reinforce stance detection and rumor classification in a neural multi-task learning
framework [35]. Guo et al. [15] proposed a hierarchical attention model that captures important
clues from social context of a rumorous event at the post and sub-event levels. Jin et al. [21] ex-
ploited the conflicting viewpoints in a credibility propagation network for verifying news stories
propagated among the tweets. However, these approaches cannot embed features reflecting how
the posts are propagated and requires careful data segmentation to prepare for the time sequence.
Some kernel-based methods were exploited to model the propagation structure. Wu et al. [50]

proposed a hybrid SVM classifier that combines an RBF kernel and a random-walk-based graph
kernel to capture both flat and propagation patterns for detecting rumors on Sina Weibo. Ma et al.
[34] used tree kernel to capture the similarity of propagation trees by counting their similar sub-
structures to identify different types of rumors on Twitter. Compared to their studies, our model
can learn the useful features via a more natural and general approach, i.e., the tree-structured neu-
ral network, to jointly generate the representation of a propagation tree based on the posts content
and their propagation structure. Compared with the more recent tree-LSTM model [24] for rumor
and stance detection that converted the propagation tree into a binarized constituency tree struc-
ture, our method directly takes as input a propagation tree and tries to learn tree representation,
which is a more natural and accurate framework.

2.2 Recursive Neural Networks

RvNN is a type of tree-structured neural network. The original version of RvNN is built on the
binarized sentence parse trees [43], in which the representation associated with each node of a
parse tree is computed from its direct children. The overall structure of the standard RvNN is
illustrated on the right side of Figure 2, corresponding to the input parse tree at the left side.
Generally, leaf nodes are the words in an input sentence, each represented by a low-dimensional

word embedding. Non-leaf nodes are sentence constituents, computed by the recursion over the
presentations of child nodes. Let p be the feature vector of a parent node whose children are c1
and c2, the representation of the parent is computed by:

p = f (W · [c1; c2] + b), (1)

where f (·) is the activation function withW and b as parameters. This computation is done re-
cursively over all tree nodes; the learned hidden vectors of the nodes can then be used for various
classification tasks.
In recent years, RvNN has demonstrated superior performance in a wide spectrum of tasks,

e.g., images segmentation [44], phrase representation from word vectors [43], and sentiment
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classification in sentences [45]. More recently, a deep RvNN was proposed to model the composi-
tionality in natural language for fine-grained sentiment classification by stacking multiple recur-
sive layers [19]. To avoid gradient vanishing, some studies integrated Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) [18] to RvNN [47, 56]. Mou et al. [37] used a convolutional network over tree structures
for syntactic tree parsing of natural language sentences.

2.3 Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism is in general described as: mapping a query and a set of key-value pairs into
an output, where the query, keys, values, and output are all represented as low-dimensional vectors.
More specifically, the output is computed as a weighted sum of the values, where the weight as-
signed to each value is computed by a compatibility function of the query with the corresponding
keys. For example, in the context of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) task, the goal is to search
for parts of the source sentence that are more relevant to predicting a target word. Let hj denote
the hidden vector of the jth word of the source sentence; to predict the ith word of the target
sentence, the corresponding weight αi j of each source word hj is computed by:

αi j =
exp(score(si−1,hj ))∑n

k=1 exp(score(si−1,hk ))
, (2)

where n denotes the number of source words, and the function score(·) evaluates how well the jth
source word hj (i.e., the “key” vector) matches with the (i − 1)-th target prediction si−1 (i.e., the
“query” vector). An output vector ci for improving NMT task is then computed as a weighted sum
of all the source words (i.e., the “value” vector):

ci =
n∑

j=1

αi j · hj . (3)

In this way, the set of {αi j } are weights defining howmuch each source word should be considered
for predicting each target word; namely, only the selected regions from the source sentence are
incorporated for further processing.
In recent years, attention-based neural network architectures, which learn to focus on their

“attention” to specific parts of the input, have shown promising results on various tasks, such as
parsing [11, 49], machine translation [31], image caption generation [52], natural language ques-
tion answering [17, 23, 46, 51], and image question answering [29, 54].

Motivated from the successful applications in these tasks, we adopt attention mechanism to
scan responsive posts and select those evidential ones that express specific stances for improving
rumor detection. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first instance of applying attention in
RvNN for rumor detection task.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATIONS

On microblogging platforms such as Twitter, the follower/friend relationship embeds shared in-
terests among the users. Once a user has posted a tweet, all his followers will receive it. Twitter
allows a user to retweet or comment on another user’s post, so that the information could reach
beyond the followers of the original creator.
We model the propagation of each claim as a tree structure T (r ) = 〈V ,E〉, where r is tree root

representing the source tweet that states the claim, V refers to a set of nodes each representing
a responding post of r (i.e., a retweet or a reply) in the thread of the circulation, and E is a set of
directed edges corresponding to the response relation among the nodes in V .

ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology, Vol. 11, No. 4, Article 42. Publication date: June 2020.
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An important issue of the tree structure is concerned about the direction of edges, which can
result in two different architectures of the model: (1) a bottom-up tree and (2) a top-down tree,
which are defined as follows:

• Bottom-up tree takes the similar shape as shown in Figure 1, where responding nodes
always point to their responded nodes and the leaf nodes not having any response are laid
out at the furthest level. For example, for any u,v ∈ V , u ← v exists if v responses to u. This
structure is similar to a citation network where a response mimics a reference.

• Top-down tree naturally conforms to the direction of information propagation, in which
a link u → v means the information flows from u tov andv sees it and provides a response
to u. This structure reverses bottom-up tree and simulates how information cascades from
a source tweet, i.e., the root, to all its receivers, i.e., the decedents, which is similar as Ref-
erences [34, 50].

We define a rumor detection dataset as a set of claims C = {C1,C2, . . . ,C |C | }, where each claim
Ci corresponds to a source tweet ri that consists of ideally all its relevant responding tweets in
chronological order, i.e., Ci = {ri ,xi1,xi2, . . . ,xim } where each xi∗ is a responding tweet of the
ri . Note that although the tweets are denoted sequentially, there are connections among them
depending on their reply or repost relationships, which can form either a bottom-up tree or a
top-down tree.
We formulate this task as a supervised classification problem that learns a classifier f from the

labeled claims; that is, f : Ci → Yi , whereYi takes one of the classes defined by the specific dataset,
such as:

• Binary labels: rumor and non-rumor, which simply predicts a source claim as rumor or not;
• Finer-grained labels: non-rumor, false rumor, true rumor, and unverified rumor, which make

rumor detection a more challenging classification problem [34, 59].

4 RVNN-BASED RUMOR DETECTION

The core idea of our method is to strengthen the high-level representation of tree nodes via a re-
cursive learning process following the propagation structure over different branches in the tree.
For instance, the responsive nodes confirming or supporting a node (e.g., “I agree,” “be right,” etc.)
could further reinforce the stance of that node, while denial or questioning responses (e.g., “dis-
agree,” “really?!”) otherwise would weaken its stance. Compared to the kernel-based method using
propagation tree [34, 50], our method does not need pairwise comparison among large number of
substructures and can learn a much stronger representation of content following the response
structure.
In this section, we will describe our straightforward extension to the standard RvNN for mod-

eling rumor detection based on the bottom-up and top-down architectures presented in Section 3.
While the focus of our work is not detection by incorporating a wide variety of information, and
we represent each tweet explicitly with only its textual content, this does not mean other type of
information is completely ignored, as propagation structure can be implicitly embedded with the
recursive learning process of the model.

4.1 Bottom-up RvNN

The core idea of bottom-up model is to generate a feature vector for each subtree by recursively
visiting every node from the leaves at the bottom to the root at the top. In this way, the subtrees
with similar contexts, such as those subtrees having a denial parent and a set of supportive chil-
dren, will be projected into the proximity in the representation space. And thus such local rumor
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Fig. 3. A bottom-up/top-down propagation tree and the corresponding RvNN-based models. The black-color
and red-color edges differentiate the bottom-up and top-down tree in Figure 3(a).

indicative features are aggregated along different branches into some global representation of the
whole tree.
For this purpose, we make a natural extension to the original RvNN. The overall structure of our

proposed bottom-up model is illustrated in Figure 3(b), taking a bottom-up tree (see Figure 3(a))
as input. Different from the standard RvNN, the input of each node in the bottom-up model is a
post represented as a vector of words in the vocabulary in terms of tf-idf values. Here, every node
has an input vector, and the number of children of nodes varies significantly.3

In rumor detection, long short-term memory (LSTM) [18] and gated recurrent units (GRU) [7]
were used to learn textual representation, which adopts memory units to store information over
long time steps [32]. In this article, we choose to extend GRU as hidden unit to model long-distance
interactions over the tree nodes, because it is more efficient due to fewer parameters. Let S (j )
denote the set of direct children of the node j. The transition equations of node j in the bottom-up
model are formulated as follows:

x̃ j = x jE, (4)

hS =
∑

s ∈S (j )
hs , (5)

r j = σ
(
Wr x̃ j + UrhS

)
,

zj = σ
(
Wz x̃ j + UzhS

)
,

h̃j = tanh
(
Whx̃ j + Uh (hS � r j )

)
,

hj = (1 − zj ) � hS + zj � h̃j ,

(6)

where x j is the original input vector of node j, E denotes the parameter matrix for transforming
this input post, x̃ j is the transformed representation of j, [W∗,U∗] are the weight connections inside
GRU, and hj and hs refer to the hidden state of j and its sth child. Thus, hS denotes the sum of
the hidden state of all the children of j assuming that all children are equally important to j. As
with the standard GRU, � denotes element-wise multiplication; a reset gate r j determines how
to combine the current input x̃ j with the memory of children, and an update gate zj defines how

3In standard RvNN, since an input instance is the parse tree of a sentence, only leaf nodes have input vector, each node

representing a word of the input sentence, and the non-leaf nodes are constituents of the sentence, and thus the number

of children of a node is limited.
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much memory from the children is cascaded into the current node; and h̃j denotes the candidate
activation of the hidden state of the current node. Different from the standard GRU unit, the gating
vectors in our variant of GRU are dependent on the states of many child units, allowing our model
to incorporate representations from different children.
After recursive aggregation from bottom to up, the state of root node (i.e., source tweet) can

be regarded as the representation of the whole tree that is used for supervised classification. So,
an output layer is connected to the root node for predicting the class of the tree using a softmax
function:

ŷ = So f tmax (Vh0 + b), (7)

where h0 is the learned hidden vector of root node; V and b are the weights and bias in output
layer.

4.2 Top-down RvNN

This model is designed to leverage the structure of top-down tree to capture complex propagation
patterns for classifying claims, which is shown in Figure 3(c). It models how the information flows
from source post to the current node. The idea of this top-down approach is to generate a strength-
ened feature vector for each post considering its propagation path, where rumor-indicative fea-
tures are aggregated along the propagation history in the path. For example, if current post agrees
with its parent’s stance, which denies the source post, the denial stance from the root node down
to the current node on this path should be reinforced. Due to different branches led by any non-
leaf node, the top-down visit to the subtree nodes of a non-leaf node is also recursive. However,
the nature of top-down tree lends this model different from the bottom-up one. The represen-
tation of each node is computed by combining its own input and its parent node instead of its
children nodes, which proceeds recursively from the root node to its children until all leaf nodes
are reached.
Suppose that the hidden state of a non-leaf node can be passed synchronously to all its child

nodes without yielding any loss. Then the hidden state hj of a node j can be computed by com-
bining the hidden state hP (j ) of its parent node P (j ) and its own input vector x j . Therefore, the
transition equations of node j can be formulated as a standard GRU:

x̃ j = x jE, (8)

r j = σ
(
Wr x̃ j + UrhP (j )

)
,

zj = σ
(
Wz x̃ j + UzhP (j )

)
,

h̃j = tanh
(
Whx̃ j + Uh (hP (j ) � r j )

)
,

hj = (1 − zj ) � hP (j ) + zj � h̃j .

(9)

Through the top-down recursion, the learned representations are eventually embedded into the
hidden vector of all the leaf nodes. Since the number of leaf nodes varies, the resulting vectors
cannot be directly fed into a fixed-size neural layer for output. Therefore, we add a max-pooling
layer to take the maximum value of each dimension of the vectors over all the leaf nodes. This can
also help capture the most appealing indicative features from all the propagation paths.
Based on the pooling result, we finally use a softmax function in the output layer to predict the

label of the tree:

ŷ = So f tmax (Vh∞ + b), (10)

where h∞ is the pooling vector over all leaf nodes, andV and b are parameters in the output layer.
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Although both of the two RvNN models aim to capture the structural properties by recursively
visiting all nodes, we can conjecture that the top-down model would be better. The hypothesis
is that in the bottom-up case the final output relies on the representation of single root, and its
information loss can be more evident than the top-down one, since in the top-down case the rep-
resentations embedded into all leaf nodes along different propagation paths can be incorporated
via pooling holistically.

5 ATTENTION-BASED RUMOR DETECTION MODEL

A serious defect of the above RvNN-based rumor detection models is that both bottom-up and
top-down RvNNs treat all the tree nodes equally during the recursion. Intuitively, tweets are not
all equal in a sense that the posts expressing fixed attitudes towards the source claim tend to be
more evidential for rumor debunking. To illustrate this, we enclose additional responding posts to
the source tweet in Figure 3(a) about “Walmart donates $10,000 to support Darren Wilson and the
on going racist police murders,” which are shown in Figure 4(a). We observe that the posts x1–x4
appear more evidential, as they express strong denial stance; x5–x6 are less useful, as they do not
add anything to the veracity of the source claim. Thus, we utilize attention mechanisms to guide
our model, paying more attention on the supposedly more important posts.
In this section, we present our attention-based method for improving the bottom-up and top-

down RvNN. The structures of our proposed models are displayed in Figure 4(b) and 4(c), which
takes either a bottom-up or a top-down tree (see Figure 4(a)) as input.

5.1 Attention-based Bottom-up RvNN

To strengthen the representation learning of the nodes, we guide the model to pay more emphasis
on the evidential nodes using attention mechanism. To select the evidential posts, we manually
create a “query” xq as a surrogate of real-world post considering the text content of the post com-
posed of a set of keywords/phrases that can indicate discriminative stance it holds (e.g., “true,”
“fake news,” “really?”). As discussed in Section 2, a query should be a hidden vector. The represen-
tation of the “query” is thus generated using:

x̃q = xqE, (11)

where xq is the input vector of the “query” post and E is the matrix for transforming xq . We then
design two specific attention mechanisms based on the transformed representation of this “query”
x̃q .

Global attention is a straightforward extension based on the standard attention mecha-
nism [23, 31], where we compute the attention weight indicating the relative likelihood of each
node being evidential. Specifically, for each node j ∈ V , using the predefined GRU cell (see Equa-
tions (5)–(6)), we generate an l-dimensional hidden vector hj . Then the attention weight of j is
computed by4:

aj = tanh((x̃q ·W )
 · hj ),

α j =
exp(aj )

∑ |V |
k=1

exp(ak )
,

(12)

whereW ∈ Rl×l is the transformation parameter to compute an attention score aj , α j is the atten-
tion weight for node j, and |V | denotes the number of nodes in the tree.

4Although we take a general form of dot product to compute the attention score [31], it is easy to be replaced with some

recently proposedmore sophisticated forms of operation such as additive attention [3], self-attention [6], scaled dot product

attention [48], and so on.
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Fig. 4. Two attention-based structures of our proposed extension, taking a bottom-up/top-down tree (see
Figure 4(a)) as the input. Here # of “*” indicates the relative importance of the post.

With the node vectors given by {hj } |V |j=1 and their attention weights given by {α j } |V |j=1, we now

combine them to represent the propagation tree. To generate an attention-based representation of
the tree, we utilize a weighted summation of the hidden vectors of all tree nodes based on their
corresponding attention weights:

hG =
|V |∑

j=1

α j · hj . (13)

Hierarchical Attention. Considering the subtree structure in each recursion step, we further
develop a local attention model based on hierarchical attention mechanism that chooses to focus
only on a small subset of the nodes in each recursion. Instead of computing the parent state by the
summation over the hidden states of all its child nodes, we improve bottom-up RvNN by attending
on those child states based on their likelihood of being evidential. This approach has an advantage
of improving the representation of each node. Figure 4(b) illustrates its structure. The state value
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for node j is calculated using Equation (15), and the attention weights for each of its child node
s ∈ S (j ) is given in Equation (14):

as = tanh((x̃q ·W )
 · hs ),

αs =
exp(as )∑

k ∈S (j ) exp(ak )
,

(14)

h̄S =
∑

s ∈S (j )
αs · hs ,

x̃ j = x jE,

hj = GRU(x̃ j , h̄S,θ ),

(15)

where the function GRU(·) is a shorthand of Equation (6). Similarity, x̃ j is the input of node j, and E
denotes the matrix weight for transforming. h̄S is the weighted child state, and θ represents all the
parameters of GRU. The attention is done at the level of each subtree together with the bottom-up
recursion in RvNN to compute the attention weights of upper-level subtrees, which thus forms
a hierarchical attention process. Attention-based node representations are aggregated recursively
up to the root node of the bottom-up tree whose state will be treated as the representation of the
entire tree.
Differing from the original bottom-up RvNN described in Section 4.1, this structure decides

how much information can flow from each child node to its parent node, taking into account the
relative importance of each node being evidential. Therefore, the root node representation can be
strengthened by the attention mechanism.
Finally, to predict the class of the tree, we process the final representation with a fully connected

Softmax layer:

Global Attention: ŷ = So f tmax (VhG + b),

Hierarchical Attention: ŷ = So f tmax (Vh̄0 + b),
(16)

where h̄0 is the root node representation enhanced by the hierarchical attention mechanism.

5.2 Attention-based Top-down RvNN

Similarly, we improve the top-down RvNN by utilizing specific attention mechanisms to select the
evidential posts.
Global attention. The global attention is built on top of the top-down recursion by attend-

ing over the whole set of nodes, which outputs the selected evidential nodes to the output layer.
This shares the similar intuition as the global attention mechanism in the bottom-up model (see
Section 5.1). More specifically, we first compute the representation for each node based on the pre-
defined GRU cell (see Equation (9)) with our input posts. Then, we compute their attention weights
by utilizing the “query” post. The top-down tree is finally represented as the weighted summation
of the states of all the tree nodes.
Path attention. Unlike the bottom-up recursion, where each node is represented on the basis

of aggregation of multiple child nodes, the hierachical attention cannot be readily applied to the
top-down model, since each node is directly streamlined by its only parent node in the context of
top-down recursion. Therefore, we design a specific attention mechanism, called “path attention,”
to attend on all the leaf nodes. Figure 4(c) illustrates the structure of this model.
Since the learned representation along each propagation path (i.e., from the root node to a leaf

node) is eventually embedded into the hidden state of the corresponding leaf node, our intuitive
idea is to selectively focus on the important paths in the sense that the path attention actually
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takes into account not only the importance of the leaf nodes but also the information of all non-leaf
nodes. For example, the path r → x2 → x5 → x6 in Figure 4(a) should be less important, because
the involved nodes have higher proportion of commenting posts that do not contribute to assessing
the veracity of the message, such as x5 and x6. Let K (r ) denote the set of leaf nodes of the tree
T (r ); the attention weight for a path with node k ∈ K (r ) as the endpoint is computed by:

bk = tanh((x̃q ·W ) · h
k ),

βk =
exp(bk )∑

i ∈K (r ) exp(bi )
.

(17)

Based on the attention weights {βk } obtained above, the top-down tree can be represented as
the weighted sum of all leaf nodes, paying more attention on the key propagation paths with more
evidential posts involved:

hP =
∑

k ∈K (V )

βk · hk . (18)

Finally, the tree representation obtained using the global attention or the path attention is fed
into a softmax function to compute the probability distribution over the rumor classes.
Summary: Our attention mechanisms designed for the bottom-up/top-down RvNN differ in

whether the “attention” is placed on the specific node sets after recursion or during each recur-
sion step. That is, we can devise the hierarchical attention by attending over a subset of nodes
during each recursive step due to the characteristic of bottom-up recursion, while the other three
attention mechanisms only play a role at the output layer. Although all the attention mechanisms
aim to select the important nodes, we can conjecture that: (1) in the bottom-up model, the hierar-
chical attention would be better, since each node aims to achieve a more accurate representation
for each node during the recursion, but the global attention aims to only improve the final tree
representation; and (2) in the top-down model, both of the two attentions are placed at the output
layer, but the global attention could be better, because it attends on a wider range of nodes than
only the leaf nodes in the path attention.

6 MODEL TRAINING

All our models are trained to minimize the squared error between the probability distribution of
the prediction and that of the ground truth:

L(y, ŷ) =
N∑

n=1

C∑

c=1

(yc − ŷc )2 + λ | |Θ| |22 , (19)

where yc is the ground-truth label and ŷc is the predicted probability of class c , N is the number
of training claims,C is the number of classes, | |.| |2 is the L2 regularization term over all the model
parameters Θ, and λ is the trade-off coefficient.

During training, all the model parameters are updated using efficient back-propagation through
structure [14, 45]. The optimization algorithm is gradient-based following the Ada-grad update
rule [12] to speed up the convergence. The learning rate initialized as 0.05.We empirically initialize
the model parameters with uniform distribution and set the text-based vocabulary size as 5,000,
the size of post text embedding and hidden units as 100. We iterate over all the training examples
in each epoch and continue until the loss value converges or the maximum epoch number is met.

7 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we will describe the data collection as well as the comparative experiments and
results.
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7.1 Data Collection

We construct three microblog datasets based on data collection from Twitter5 and SinaWeibo.6 We
collect a good number of source claims, which form the tree roots, together with their correspond-
ing propagation trees. Each tree is appropriately annotatedwith a ground-truth label automatically
obtained from the online rumor debunking services.
We constructed our Twitter datasets based on a couple of reference datasets, namely, Twit-

ter15 [27] and Twitter16 [32]. The original datasets were released and used for a binary classifi-
cation between rumors and non-rumors with respect to a set of given events that contain their
relevant tweets. As a first step, we extracted popular source tweets that are frequently retweeted
or replied. We then collected all the propagation threads (i.e., retweets and replies) for each of
these source tweets. Because Twitter API cannot retrieve the retweets or replies, we gathered the
retweet users for a given tweet from Twrench7 and crawled the replies through Twitter’s web
interface. After the trees were constructed, we annotated the source tweets by referring to the
labels of the events they were collected from. We first turned the label of each event in Twitter15
and Twitter16 from binary to the four-way veracity label (i.e., false rumor, true rumor, unverified
rumor, and non-rumor) according to the original veracity tag of the claim corresponding to that
event presented in the rumor debunking websites, including snopes.com , Emergent.info , and so
on. We then labeled the source tweets by following these rules: (1) Source tweets from unverified
rumor events or non-rumor events are labeled the same as the corresponding event’s label; (2)
For a source tweet in a false rumor event, we flip over the label and assign it as true to the source
tweet if the tweet expresses denying or questioning stance; otherwise, the label is assigned as false;
(3) The similar flip-over/no-change rule also applies to the source tweets in the true rumor events.
For the Weibo dataset, we obtain a set of verified rumors from the Sina’s community manage-

ment center,8 which accepts user reports on various misinformation. The Weibo API can capture
the original messages and all their repost/replymessages given a source post.We also gather a sim-
ilar number of non-rumor claims by crawling the posts of general threads that are not reported as
rumors. The resulting dataset consists of 2,313 rumors and 2,351 non-rumors.
Moreover, the fraction of different types of rumors are imbalanced in real-world. For example,

the number of real news usually far exceeds that of false rumors. Therefore, we resort to another
public benchmark rumor dataset PHEME9 [60], which is unbalanced and collected based on five
real-world breaking news items.
We make the three datasets collected by us publicly accessible.10 Table 1 displays the basic sta-

tistics of the resulting datasets.

7.2 Settings and Protocols

For evaluation, wewill make comprehensive comparisons between our proposedmodels and state-
of-the-art baselines on rumor classification and early detection tasks.
- DT-Rank: Zhao et al. [55] proposed a Decision-Tree-based Rankingmodel to identify trending

rumors by searching for inquiry phrases.

5www.twitter.com.
6www.weibo.com.
7https://twren.ch.
8http://service.account.weibo.com.
9https://figshare.com/articles/PHEME_dataset_of_rumours_and_non-rumours/4010619.
10Twitter15&16: https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ewzdrbelpmrnxu/rumdetect2017.zip?dl=0, Weibo: https://www.dropbox.

com/s/46r50ctrfa0ur1o/rumdect.zip?dl=0.
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Table 1. Statistics of the Datasets

Statistic Twitter15 Twitter16 PHEME Weibo

# of source tweets 1,490 818 5,802 4,664
# of tree nodes 76,351 40,867 30,376 3,805,656
# of non-rumors 374 205 3,830 2,351
# of false rumors 370 205 1,972 2,313
# of true rumors 372 205 – –
# of unverified rumors 374 203 – –
Avg. time length / tree 444 Hours 196 Hours 18 Hours 2,461 Hours
Avg. # of posts / tree 52 50 6 816
Max # of posts / tree 814 757 228 59,318
Min # of posts / tree 1 1 3 10

- DTC and SVM-RBF: The information credibility model using a Decision-Tree Classifier [5]
and the SVM-based model with RBF kernel [53], both using hand-crafted features that are based
on the overall statistics of the posts without considering temporal information.
- RFC: The Random Forest Classifier, which used three fitting parameters as temporal properties

and a set of hand-crafted features based on user, linguistic, and structural properties [26].
- SVM-TS: A linear SVM classifier that uses time-series to model the variation of feature values

over time based on a set of hand-crafted social context features [33].
- SVM-BOW: A naive baseline we built by representing the text content using bag-of-words

model and using linear SVM for rumor classification.
- CPCV: A news verification model [21] based on a Credibility Propagation network by explor-

ing the Conflicting Viewpoints in tweets.
- SVM-TK and SVM-HK: An SVM classifier that uses a Tree Kernel [34] and that uses a Hybrid

Kernel [50], respectively, both of which try to capture propagation structure via kernel learning.
- GRU-RNN andHAS-RNN: A rumor detectionmodel based on recurrent neural networks [32]

with GRU units for learning rumor representations by modeling sequential structure of relevant
posts, and a hierarchical attention network with a set of social features [15], which is an extension
of non-attention-based GRU-RNN for rumor detection, respectively.
- BU-RvNN andTD-RvNN: Our proposed bottom-up and top-downRvNNmodels, respectively

(see Section 4).
- BU-RvNN-GA and TD-RvNN-GA: Our extension model of BU-RvNN and TD-RvNN, respec-

tively, both with the Global Attention mechanism (see Section 5).
- BU-RvNN-HA and TD-RvNN-PA: Our extension on the BU-RvNNmodel using Hierarchical

Attention and the TD-RvNN model using Path Attention, respectively (see Section 5).
We implement DT-Rank, DTC, and RFC using Weka,11 SVM-based models using LibSVM12

and all neural-network-based models with Theano.13 We use accuracy, AUC, and class-specific
F-measure as evaluation metrics. We hold out 10% of the datasets for tuning the hyperparameters
and conduct five-fold cross-validation on the rest of the datasets.

8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We now provide a detailed description and analysis of the experimental results based on the three
datasets in the following subsections.

11www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka.
12www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm.
13deeplearning.net/software/theano.
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Table 2. Results of Comparison among Different Models on Twitter15 and Twitter16 Datasets

Dataset Twitter15 Twitter16

Method
NR FR TR UR NR FR TR UR

Acc. AUC F1 F1 F1 F1 Acc. AUC F1 F1 F1 F1

DT-Rank 0.409 0.606 0.501 0.311 0.364 0.473 0.414 0.621 0.394 0.273 0.630 0.344
SVM-RBF 0.318 0.551 0.455 0.037 0.218 0.225 0.321 0.541 0.423 0.085 0.419 0.037
DTC 0.454 0.634 0.733 0.355 0.317 0.415 0.465 0.648 0.643 0.393 0.419 0.403
RFC 0.565 0.788 0.810 0.422 0.401 0.543 0.585 0.812 0.752 0.415 0.547 0.563
SVM-TS 0.544 0.780 0.796 0.472 0.404 0.483 0.574 0.804 0.755 0.420 0.571 0.526
SVM-BOW 0.548 0.754 0.564 0.524 0.582 0.512 0.585 0.777 0.553 0.556 0.655 0.578
CPCV 0.608 0.810 0.593 0.528 0.710 0.589 0.628 0.830 0.659 0.559 0.661 0.625
SVM-HK 0.493 0.717 0.650 0.439 0.342 0.336 0.511 0.736 0.648 0.434 0.473 0.451
SVM-TK 0.667 0.781 0.619 0.669 0.772 0.645 0.662 0.798 0.643 0.623 0.783 0.655
GRU-RNN 0.641 0.778 0.684 0.634 0.688 0.571 0.633 0.786 0.617 0.715 0.577 0.527
HAS-RNN 0.675 0.803 0.615 0.694 0.777 0.625 0.660 0.791 0.586 0.675 0.745 0.600

BU-RvNN 0.708 0.868 0.695 0.728 0.759 0.653 0.718 0.870 0.723 0.712 0.779 0.659
TD-RvNN 0.723 0.880 0.682 0.758 0.821 0.654 0.737 0.879 0.662 0.743 0.835 0.708
BU-RvNN-GA 0.726 0.889 0.673 0.738 0.809 0.689 0.741 0.884 0.720 0.725 0.797 0.699
TD-RvNN-GA 0.756 0.913 0.784 0.774 0.817 0.680 0.764 0.896 0.708 0.753 0.840 0.738

BU-RvNN-HA 0.739 0.902 0.752 0.733 0.797 0.676 0.755 0.890 0.719 0.748 0.800 0.727
TD-RvNN-PA 0.736 0.896 0.734 0.726 0.814 0.669 0.748 0.884 0.687 0.746 0.837 0.726

NR: non-rumor; FR: false rumor; TR: true rumor; UR: unverified rumor.

8.1 Twitter Datasets

As shown in Table 2, our proposed RvNN-based models basically yield much better performance
than other methods on both datasets via the modeling of nonsequential structures of responsive
posts in the propagation.
It is observed that the performances of the five baselines in the first group based on hand-crafted

features are obviously poor, varying between 0.318 and 0.585 in accuracy on the two datasets,
indicating that they fail to generalize due to the lack of capacity capturing helpful features. Among
these baselines, SVM-TS and RFC perform relatively better, because they use additional temporal
traits, but they are still clearly worse than the models not relying on feature engineering, which
are in the other two groups. DTR uses a set of regular expressions indicative of rumor signals.
However, only 19.6% and 22.2% of tweets in the two datasets contain strings covered by these
regular expressions, rendering unsatisfactory results.
Among the two baselines using kernel methods in the second group, which require comparing

the substructures among propagation trees, we observe that SVM-TK is much more effective than
SVM-HK. There are two reasons: (1) SVM-HK was originally proposed and experimented on Sina
Weibo [50], which may not be generalized well to Twitter data; (2) SVM-HK loosely couples two
separate kernels: an RBF kernel based on hand-crafted features, plus a random walk-based kernel
that relies on a set of pre-defined keywords for jumping over the nodes probabilistically. This may
under-utilize the propagation information due to such oversimplified treatment of tree structure.
In contrast, SVM-TK is an integrated kernel and can fully utilize the structure by comparing the
trees based on both textual and structural similarities.
It appears that simply using bag-of-words is already a decent model evidenced as the fairly

good performance of SVM-BOW, which is even higher than SVM-HK. This is because the fea-
tures of SVM-HK are originally hand-crafted for binary classification (i.e., non-rumor vs. rumor),
whereas it ignores the importance of indicative words or units that benefit finer-grained classifi-
cation, which, however, can be captured more effectively by SVM-BOW. CPCV slightly improves
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the accuracy compared with SVM-BOW, because CPCV exploits supporting and opposing rela-
tions among tweets. However, CPCV is a topic model-based method with a fully connected graph
as input, which ignores the characteristics of propagation structure, thus performs worse than
GRU-RNN and HSA-RNN.
The sequential neural model GRU-RNN performs slightly worse than SVM-TK but much worse

than our recursive models in the third group, despite it being further improved by the HSA-
RNN with a limited attention mechanism that uses some social features such as user profiles and
propagation-related attributes of an event to attend on subevents. This is because RNN is basically
a special case of the recursive NN, in which each non-leaf node has one child only. It has to rely on
a linear chain as input, which missed valuable structural information. However, it does learn high-
level features from the post content via hidden units of the neural model, while SVM-TK cannot,
as it can only evaluate the trees’ similarity based on the overlapping words among their subtrees.
Our recursive models (in the third group) are not only inherently tree-structured but also take
advantages of representation learning following the full propagation structure, which thus beat
SVM-TK and HSA-RNN.
Among our first two recursive models, TD-RvNN outperforms BU-RvNN, which indicates that

the bottom-up model may suffer from larger information loss than the top-down one. This verifies
the hypothesis we made in Section 4.2 that the pooling layer in the top-downmodel can effectively
select the more important features embedded into the leaf nodes.
Our proposed extension of BU-/TD-RvNN using attention consistently outperforms their coun-

terparts without attention, which suggests the effectiveness of our designed attention mechanisms
for selecting the evidential posts. Specifically, in the bottom-up model, the hierachical attention
makes higher improvement than the global attention does. The reason is that BU-RvNN-HA selec-
tively focuses on the evidential posts at each recursive step and can optimize the representation of
every node, while the attention method of BU-RvNN-GA only works at the output layer by keep-
ing the representation of individual node intact. In the top-downmodel, we observe that the global
attention gives higher improvement. This is because both of the mechanisms place the attention
at the output layer but on a different range of nodes, i.e., the TD-RvNN-PA only attends on the
leaf nodes, while the TD-RvNN-GA attends on all the nodes. Therefore, although BU-RvNN per-
forms slightly worse than TD-RvNN, the attention-based model BU-RvNN-HA makes it perform
comparably well as TD-RvNN-PA.
Furthermore, we observe that some feature-based baselines (e.g., RFC, SVM-TS) are clearly better

on non-rumors. This can be explained from two aspects: (1) the features of these baseline models
were originally defined for a binary (rumor vs. non-rumor) classification task. So, they do not
perform well on finer-grained rumor classes; and (2) these models are trained with additional user
features (e.g., profile, verification status) that may contain useful clues for differentiating non-
rumors from rumors. We conjecture that the responses to non-rumors are usually much more
diverse, which do not contain salient signals, making identification of non-rumors only based on
content even more challenging.

8.1.1 Results on Unbalanced Dataset PHEME. The effectiveness of different models on the
unbalanced dataset PHEME is comparatively shown in Table 3. We observe that all the feature
engineering-based systems perform worse than the feature learning methods. In particular, our
proposed models based on RvNN improve over the best baseline model HSA-RNN by 2.88%–7.27%
in terms of accuracy, which is relatively lower than the improvements made on Twitter15 and
Twitter16 datasets. This is because there are only six posts per claim on average, rendering limited
structural information being available. However, the trend is consistent to what we have observed
before, which confirms the effectiveness of our method even though the distribution of rumor
and non-rumor classes is unbalanced and the number of posts per tree is much fewer.
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Table 3. Results of Comparison among Different Models on PHEME Dataset

Method Acc. AUC
Rumor Non-rumor

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

DT-Rank 0.657 0.588 0.472 0.239 0.317 0.695 0.867 0.772
SVM-RBF 0.656 0.595 0.318 0.539 0.401 0.688 0.842 0.758
DTC 0.670 0.657 0.572 0.435 0.494 0.687 0.837 0.755
RFC 0.709 0.712 0.637 0.285 0.393 0.778 0.843 0.809
SVM-TS 0.717 0.711 0.318 0.541 0.405 0.832 0.786 0.814
SVM-BOW 0.756 0.743 0.636 0.592 0.613 0.822 0.824 0.823
CPCV 0.763 0.809 0.699 0.447 0.548 0.815 0.862 0.839
SVM-HK 0.752 0.803 0.689 0.597 0.639 0.866 0.765 0.811
SVM-TK 0.785 0.752 0.657 0.689 0.677 0.851 0.827 0.839
GRU-RNN 0.775 0.823 0.667 0.643 0.658 0.825 0.840 0.832
HAS-RNN 0.797 0.854 0.703 0.630 0.663 0.854 0.857 0.855
BU-RvNN 0.820 0.861 0.722 0.741 0.731 0.869 0.857 0.867
TD-RvNN 0.829 0.866 0.761 0.717 0.736 0.861 0.887 0.873
BU-RvNN-GA 0.832 0.877 0.769 0.719 0.741 0.864 0.887 0.876
TD-RvNN-GA 0.855 0.889 0.821 0.719 0.767 0.868 0.922 0.894

BU-RvNN-HA 0.847 0.887 0.816 0.715 0.762 0.864 0.913 0.888
TD-RvNN-PA 0.841 0.880 0.769 0.697 0.731 0.842 0.937 0.887

Fig. 5. A illustrative top-down tree before/after simplification. The nodes at left are merged into the ones at
right in the same color. x ′i contains the post contents of all the merged nodes.

8.2 Weibo Dataset

On microblogs, a popular message can be reposted typically hundreds of thousands times, render-
ing extremely large propagation tree. In our experiments, when we tried the Weibo dataset, both
BU-RvNN and TD-RvNN models training exceeded our GPU memory (12 GB) due to the large
number of tree nodes in the dataset. We then realized that, because of recursive computation of
the hidden states of nodes, the space complexity of our RvNN-based models is at least quadratic
to the number of nodes, making them inefficient to handle large-scale trees.
To reduce the computation complexity, we develop an algorithm to simplify a tree structure by

merging adjacent nodes, thus reducing the scale of trees as illustrated in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b).
Previous studies show that the widespread rumors usually attract the participation of influential

users to promote the propagation [34]. Therefore, to retain these salient nodes, we propose to trim
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ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for simplifying a tree given the reference scale of RvNN-based model

Input: A tree needs to be simplified T = 〈V ,E〉,
Reference size N of RvNN-based model

Output: Simplified Tree T = 〈V̂ , Ê〉
/* Initialization */

1 Vleaf = {vi |vi ∈ V ,vi → ∅}; Vparent = {vj |vj ∈ V ,vj � Vleaf };
2 while true do

/* Merging candidate leaf nodes into one node */

3 Find V̄leaf ⊆ Vleaf such that all nodes in V̄leaf have a same parent vp ;

4 Merge V̄leaf into one node v̄ ;

5 Create new edge (vp → v̄ );

6 V ← remove (V̄leaf );

7 V ← add (v̄ );

/* Merging candidate parent→leaf nodes into one node */

8 Find ṽp ∈ Vparent such that ṽp has only one child node ṽc ∈ Vleaf ;
9 Merge ṽp and ṽc into one node ṽ ;

10 Replace node: ṽp = ṽ ;

11 V ← remove (ṽc );

12 if |V | > N then

/* Update node sets: Vleaf and Vparent */

13 Vleaf ← remove (V̄leaf ∪ {ṽc });
14 Vleaf ← add ({v̄} ∪ {ṽ});
15 Vparent ← remove (ṽp );

16 else

/* Generate output */

17 V̂ = V , Ê ← update (V ,E);

18 return T = 〈V̂ , Ê〉;
19 end if

20 end while

a tree in an order from the bottom to the top. And we require that the scale of the resulting tree
approximates a reference size N , which is pre-specified. Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for
simplifying a tree. Initially, we divide all the nodes into two sets, i.e., leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes.
Then, our system tries to discover candidate nodes that can be merged into a super node to reduce
the tree size while minimizing the influence of such merge operation. We utilize the following
rules for the simplification:

• Merge the leaf nodes that have a same parent such as x8–x10 in Figure 5(a) into one node
x ′8 in Figure 5(b). Such leaf nodes can be merged, because the shape of the tree (i.e., the
height of the tree and the set of parent nodes) is retained, and their representations do not
need to be refined during recursion, as they have no responsive posts, which suggests the
content of leaf nodes is less influential. Such simplification minimally alters tree structure
while keeping textual content intact. Therefore, despite the leaf nodes being merged, the
influence is minimal, since conflicting stances from different leaf nodes of the same parent
are cancelled out, which reduces to the simplified case where the stance of majority wins
out.
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Table 4. Results of Comparison among Different Models on Weibo Dataset

Method Acc. AUC
Rumor Non-rumor

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

DT-Rank 0.732 0.728 0.738 0.715 0.726 0.726 0.749 0.737
SVM-RBF 0.818 0.813 0.822 0.812 0.817 0.815 0.824 0.819
DTC 0.831 0.829 0.847 0.815 0.831 0.815 0.847 0.830
RFC 0.849 0.843 0.786 0.959 0.864 0.947 0.739 0.830
SVM-TS 0.857 0.861 0.839 0.885 0.861 0.878 0.830 0.857
SVM-BOW 0.850 0.845 0.782 0.963 0.863 0.954 0.742 0.835
CPCV 0.876 0.871 0.822 0.935 0.880 0.943 0.811 0.872
SVM-HK 0.880 0.875 0.866 0.930 0.896 0.911 0.861 0.885
SVM-TK 0.902 0.892 0.855 0.968 0.908 0.963 0.836 0.895
GRU-RNN 0.899 0.911 0.865 0.946 0.904 0.940 0.852 0.894
HAS-RNN 0.905 0.966 0.875 0.957 0.910 0.939 0.862 0.899
BU-RvNN 0.928 0.953 0.914 0.951 0.932 0.934 0.905 0.919
TD-RvNN 0.932 0.956 0.921 0.961 0.941 0.932 0.912 0.921
BU-RvNN-GA 0.937 0.960 0.939 0.927 0.933 0.934 0.945 0.939
TD-RvNN-GA 0.948 0.968 0.944 0.952 0.948 0.952 0.944 0.948

BU-RvNN-HA 0.945 0.963 0.963 0.926 0.944 0.929 0.964 0.946
TD-RvNN-PA 0.939 0.960 0.946 0.930 0.938 0.932 0.947 0.940

• Merge a pair of nodes, such as x7 and x11 in Figure 5(a), where one node is the parent of the
other, which is a leaf node and its only child, into one node x ′7 as in Figure 5(b). Such pair
can be merged, because the parent node attracts only one reply without further propagation
through this path. Merging such pair of nodes could minimize the impact of the merge due
to the simple context they form. And, since such linear chain of responses is very common
in microblog data, the merge can significantly reduce the size of the tree.

• If the number of the resulting tree nodes is higher than N , the node reduction process
continues; otherwise, it returns the resulting tree.

We emphasize that the worst case of our trimming algorithm is still consistent with exiting
methods focusing on holistically capturing the “mainstream stances” from the wisdom of crowds,
which is not very likely to happen (unless the tree structure is very simple or its size is very small)
due to the strict condition in which the nodes could be merged, as stipulated above. Therefore,
the merge operation would reduce a large number of nodes while not significantly changing the
overall tree structure and the distribution of different stances in the tree.

8.2.1 Results. The events concerned in the Weibo dataset are labeled with binary classes, i.e.,
rumor and non-rumor, due to the specific annotation scheme adopted by SinaWeibo’s Community
Management Center. Table 4 shows the performance of all the compared systems. At first glance,
it appears that the overall trend of performance is similar to that on the Twitter data. However,
there are some noticeable differences.
Among all the baselines, SVM-TK, GRU-RNN, and HAS-RNN perform comparably well, which

are obviously better than the other baseline models. This is because, for the binary classification,
which is less challenging than the finer-grained classification, the representation learning algo-
rithm and structural information have the similar capacity for detecting rumors. And SVM-HK,
which is also focused on modeling propagation tree structure via kernel learning but designed
specifically forWeibo data, performs relatively worse than SVM-TK but still clearly better than the
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feature-engineering baseline approaches. This is because SVM-HK simply combines two kernels
based on flat features (which are generally used in the feature-engineering models) with additional
structural information, which cannot fully utilize the propagation structure.
In the last group of results, although we have simplified the structure of input trees that

originally have large number of nodes, our proposed RvNN-based models and variants still out-
perform all the baselines. This is because our models can retain most information of the structure
and content via the effective representation learning. Further improvements achieved by our
attention-based proposals confirm the effectiveness of our method focusing on those evidential
posts. Furthermore, TD-RvNN-GA and BU-RvNN-HA achieve the best and second best in accuracy,
respectively, which is consistent with the results we have obtained on the three Twitter datasets.

8.3 Early Detection

Debunking rumors at early stage of their propagation is very important so preventive measures
can be taken in a timely manner. In early rumor detection task, we compare different detection
methods at a series of checkpoints of “delays” that can be measured by either the count of respon-
sive posts received or the time elapsed since the source claim was posted. The earlier the delay
of a checkpoint is, the fewer propagation information is available at it. The performance is evalu-
ated by the detection accuracy obtained at the specific checkpoint. To satisfy each checkpoint, we
incrementally scan test data in order of time until the target time delay or post volume is reached.
Figure 6 shows the performance of our BU-RvNN-HA and TD-RvNN-GA models versus TD-

RvNN (i.e., the best performed RvNN-based model without attention mechanism), SVM-TK (i.e.,
the best performed baseline with tree-structured input), HSA-RNN (i.e., the best performed base-
line with sequential input), and DTR (i.e., an algorithm specifically proposed for early rumor de-
tection) at various checkpoints.
We observe that within the first few hours, the performance of our recursive models grows

more quickly and starts to supersede the other models at the early stage of propagation. Par-
ticularly, TD-RvNN-GA achieves 65.0% (75.5%) accuracy on Twitter15 (Twitter16) and 84.9% on
PHEME within 24 hours, and TD-RvNN-GA achieves 94.5% on Weibo dataset within 12 hours,
both of which demonstrate much faster detection rates than other models. Although all the meth-
ods are getting saturated as time goes by, BU-RvNN-HA and TD-RvNN-GA only need around 8 (6)
hours or about 40 (20) tweets on Twitter15&16 and Weibo datasets (PHEME) to achieve the com-
parable performance of the best baseline model, i.e., HSA-RNN, which needs about 36 (24) hours
or around 100 (50) posts on Twitter15&16 and Weibo datasets (PHEME), indicating superior early
detection performance of our method. We also examine the impact of attention on early detection
performance by comparing TD-RvNN with TD-RvNN-GA. We observe that TD-RvNN-GA clearly
outperforms TD-RvNN especially when only limited propagation data is available, indicating that
paying attention on evidential posts is particularly important to early detection and helpful.

8.4 Discussion

Thanks to one of our reviewers, we further studied a propagation-based early detection model
named as PPC (Propagation Path Classification) [28], which outperforms our model on Twit-
ter15&16 datasets. Different from our approach using post content, their method is based on user
information. We believe that their higher performance lies in the following key factor: The users
they used in the model include both reply users and retweet users, but the post contents we used
are only from the reply users who have really posted their own words. Therefore, the number of
user nodes in their model is far higher than that of the reply nodes in our model. Specifically, the
number of user nodes in Twitter15 and Twitter16 datasets are 331,612 and 204,820, respectively
(Table 1 in Reference [28]), while the number of content nodes used in our work are only 76,351
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Fig. 6. Early rumor detection accuracy at different checkpoints in terms of elapsed time (or post count) on
Twitter, PHEME, and Weibo datasets.
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Table 5. Results of Comparison between Our RvNN-based Model with User Features and PPC

(a) Twitter Dataset

Dataset Twitter15 Twitter16

Method Acc.
NR FR TR UR

Acc.
NR FR TR UR

F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1

PPC 0.842 0.811 0.875 0.818 0.790 0.863 0.820 0.898 0.843 0.837

TD-RvNN-GA 0.756 0.784 0.774 0.817 0.680 0.764 0.708 0.753 0.840 0.738
TD-RvNN-GA(+U) 0.786 0.822 0.795 0.831 0.700 0.792 0.751 0.755 0.864 0.798

(b) Weibo Dataset

Method Acc.
Rumor Non-rumor

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

PPC 0.921 0.896 0.962 0.923 0.949 0.889 0.918
TD-RvNN-GA 0.948 0.944 0.952 0.948 0.952 0.944 0.948
TD-RvNN-GA(+U) 0.961 0.961 0.962 0.961 0.962 0.961 0.962

and 40,867 (Table 1). We only considered the posts containing user replies, since our method is
motivated very differently from the PPC. Our conjecture can be confirmed by the comparable per-
formances between their and our models onWeibo dataset due to the comparable numbers of user
nodes and post nodes, since people cannot retweet onWeibo and all the posts have to contain user
input.
To reflect this with quantitative results, we enhance our RvNN-based models by judiciously

incorporating user features. For each input post, we concatenate a set of normalized hand-crafted
user features and the text embeddings of the post. Here, we choose TD-RvNN-GA, since it obtains
superior performance than the other variants. We show the results in Table 5. We observe that TD-
RvNN-GA(+U) outperforms PPC onWeibo dataset due to the similar number of tree nodes used in
both models (because there is no retweet onWeibo). But PPC performs still better on Twitter15&16
datasets, confirming that the different number of tree nodes used really matters.

8.5 Case Study

To get an intuitive understanding of what is happening when we use the RvNN-based model, we
design an experiment to output the attention weights corresponding to each microblog post. Then,
we display those posts together with their attention scores. Specifically, we choose to analyze the
behavior of BU-RvNN-HA and TD-RvNN-GA, due to their superior performance compared with
the other settings.
We sample a tree at the early stage of propagation for a claim about “Charleston Church Shooter

Dylann Roof Receives $4 Million in Donations From Supporters,” which has been correctly clas-
sified as a false rumor by both of the above models. In Figure 7(a), we can see that this false ru-
mor demonstrates typical patterns in subtrees and propagation paths indicative of the falsehood,
where a set of responses supporting the parent posts that deny (e.g., user3) or question (e.g., user1)
the source post are captured by our bottom-up model. Similarly, some stance cascading patterns
along the propagation path such as “deny→support” are also captured by our top-down model.
In comparison, the non-structured and sequential models may be easily misled by the seemingly
supportive key terms such as “be right,” “yeah,” “exactly!” that dominate the responses, and the
tree kernel-based model SVM-TK may miss similar subtrees by just comparing the surface words.
We also sample a tree for the claim “A ‘shooting spree’ is underway at a shopping mall in

Munich, Germany, a police spokeperson tells CNN,” which is correctly classified as a true rumor
by our models as shown in Figure 7(b). Clearly different stance cascading patterns are along the
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Fig. 7. Examples of correctly detected rumors at early stage by our models, where propagation paths are
marked with relevant stances. Note that edge direction is not shown, as it applies to either case. Here, the
score in brackets indicates the average attention score obtained from our neural attention mechanisms.
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propagation paths as compared to the false rumor, where “deny→deny,” “support→support,” and
“comment→support→support” can be observed. This confirms the previous analysis that social
media could “self-correct” some inaccurate information, e.g., when a post denies or questions a
false rumor, it tends to spark supportive or affirmative replies confirming the objection, while
denial to a true rumor tends to trigger denying utterances in the replies that deny the denial.
We also find that those highly ranked posts (indicated by the higher attention scores) play a

major role in determining the class of the claim, since most of them are either expressing spe-
cific stances towards the claim. Our key motivation of introducing attention mechanisms into our
RvNN-based models is to select such evidential posts. For example, the retweets that just repeat
the root post and the posts that add no additional information seems less evidential. In contrast,
the posts with specific stances, such as the denying posts created by user3, user5, and user7 in
Figure 7(a), and those supportive posts created by user5 and user7 and the denying posts by user9

and user10 in Figure 7(b), obtain higher attention scores, which are more likely embedded into the
final representation for more accurate detection.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Existing rumor detection approaches often assume the dissemination of a source claim as flat se-
quential structure without making better use of the fact that the microblogs are networked data. In
this article, we represent the spread of a hypothesis (i.e., a source claim) as a bottom-to-up tree and
a top-to-down tree formed by harvesting users’ responses triggered by the source claim. To encode
the tree-structured data, we, respectively, propose a bottom-up and a top-down tree-structured
model based on recursive neural networks for rumor detection on microblogging websites (e.g.,
Twitter and Sina Weibo). The inherent nature of recursive models allows them to use propagation
tree to guide the learning of representations from post content, such as embedding various indica-
tive features hidden in the structure, for better identifying rumors. Furthermore, we propose to
strengthen the tree representation by developing novel attention mechanisms to concentrate on
embedding evidential posts that may express certain stances towards the source claim. Results on
three real-world datasets collected from Twitter and Sina Weibo show that: (1) our RvNN-based
models yield outstanding rumor detection performance as compared to state-of-the art baselines;
and (2) our extended models with specific attention over evidential tree nodes make large-margin
improvements over the original RvNN-based models.
Wewill explore the following relevant issues in our future studies: (1) In this article, we only con-

sider the textual information of the corresponding posts. In fact, other types of information such
as user profiles, the friend/follower connections among users, post time, and so on, have shown
usefulness for rumor detection. We will take advantage of more information types for improv-
ing rumor detection task. (2) Attention is a fundamental approach that has been studied heavily
in recent years. Novel forms of attention mechanisms such as co-attention, self-attention, trans-
former, and so on, have obtained superior results in many NLP applications. An interesting and
possible direction would be to use more effective attention mechanisms to further improve our
recursive-based models.
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